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Abstract
A singularity image method is applied to the electrical impedance tomography
of gas–liquid flows in a two-dimensional circular domain. Algorithms that use
analytic complex functions, dipoles and the Milne-Thomson circle theorem are
described. Numerical experiments are provided to demonstrate the robustness
of this technique. Numerical results show excellent reconstruction properties.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a noninvasive imaging technique that determines
the impedance distribution of a complex medium inside a body by measuring voltage or
current on the body’s surface. EIT is an inexpensive alternative to other methods for
reconstruction of complex materials, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), x-ray
computed tomography (CT) and other imaging methods. It has become a focus of many
investigators engaged in medical and process imaging and other related fields. There have
been numerous publications on this issue and extensive reviews can be found in survey articles
(Barber and Brown 1984, Ceccio and George 1996, Ramm 1998 and Cheney et al 1999).

EIT is a well-known inverse problem, with several developed reconstruction methods.
Popular algorithms used are the back-projection method (Barber and Brown 1992) and an
iterative procedure where a finite-element method solves the forward problem (Yorkey 1990,
Jain et al 1997, Vauhkonen et al 1998). Boundary element methods are also employed when
the conductivity distribution is composed of two different constant and uniform electrical
properties (Lemonnier and Peytraud 1998).

The electrical potential φ in the domain is governed by the generalized Laplace equation

∇ · σ∇φ = 0 (1)
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Figure 1. Schematic of one arbitrary shape bubble in the domain. The grey region represents
the conducting (liquid region). The differential equation is exactly satisfied by the M singularities
(represented by + and − in this figure) outside the computational (conducting liquid) domain.
The Neumann boundary conditions on the cylinder wall (R = 1) are also identically satisfied by
images, except for the singularities at the point source and sink electrodes. The void (bubble)
Neumann conditions are approximated by the dipole singularities. The iterative inverse procedure
reconstructs an approximation of the void(s) shape for examining voltages at the pipe wall for
several source–sink combinations of locations.

with the boundary condition

�n · σ∇φ = I. (2)

Here σ is the electrical conductivity (or inverse impedance), �n is the outward norm on the
boundary, and I is the applied current flux on the domain boundary. For this study, the
electrodes are infinitesimal and so the right-hand side of (2) is a sum of two Dirac δ functions
of the opposite sign with singularities at the two electrode locations as shown in figure 1.

In general and depending on the frequency of excitation, σ is complex, with the real and
imaginary parts respectively representing the resistive and reactive components. Then φ is
complex as well. For the purposes of this study, we will assume that σ is purely resistive or
reactive (capacitive) and then φ is real. Otherwise, the real and imaginary parts of φ can be
handled separately as only linear problems are considered here.

The impedance may be considered binary when a constant-impedance fluid is distributed
uniformly over the medium except at some inclusions where the electrical conductivity virtually
vanishes. The imaging of bones, gas–liquid flows, and buried insulated cables may serve as
good examples. We will consider only this case here.

The application of a two-dimensional electrical impedance tomographic system to the
imaging of gas–liquid flows in a circular domain of radius R is considered in this study. Also
in this case, the electrical impedance of the two phases are significantly different; the component
having the higher resistance, as is often the case of a gaseous phase, can be considered a perfect
electric insulator. A linear potential combined with a dipole represents a current flow about a
cylinder. In this study, a singularity image method (SIM), where the electric potential and the
current flow around the non-conductive phase is represented by singularities, is developed to
identify the infinite impedance of the gas of two-phase flows. We will assume that the gas phase
void fraction is small and all of the electrodes are ‘wet’ with the higher conductivity phase.

Obviously, bubbles (or voids) are more spherical than cylindrical, and hence the electrical
field will be three-dimensional. If the electrodes are long and the axial variations in the field
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impedance are small, the axially averaged electric field is representative of the impedance
distribution in the two remaining dimensions. In converting this to a void fraction, it is
important to use the 3D version of the Maxwell–Hewitt relation for interpreting experimental
data from nominally spherical voids rather than the 2D version that we use here for the
analytical interpretation of cylindrical voids. If not, a three-dimensional point singularity
is required. Then the complex analytical function method and the circle theorem are no
longer valid. Although we have ‘designed’ three-dimensional singularities with images that
approximately satisfy the Neumann boundary condition, the increased computational effort
has delayed implementation until future study.

Like all inverse problems, this method is strongly dependent on data noise. For the
purposes of this first study, we will only consider numerical experiments essentially free
of noise. In section 2 we show how the forward problem can be described by an analytical
representation that is composed of a relatively small number of complex singularities. Section 3
describes the inverse procedure. Section 4 shows several numerical examples.

2. Forward problem in 2D two-phase flow and circle theorem

In the liquid region of the gas–liquid flows the electrical conductivity σ is assumed constant,
so the electrical potential φ satisfies the Laplace equation

∇2φ = 0. (3)

For two-dimensional (x, y) potential problems, it is convenient to define a complex function
w(x + iy) = w(z) = φ(z) + iψ(z) such that w is an analytic function and the current stream
function ψ also satisfies

∇2ψ = 0. (4)

On the gas–liquid phase interfaces as well as the circular domain boundary |z| = R (the
coordinate system is placed on the circle centre), the following boundary conditions should be
satisfied:

∂φ

∂n
= ψ − constant = 0. (5)

In practice, a set of electrodes is placed on the perimeter of the domain in an EIT system.
Two of them are typically selected temporarily as a current source and sink. The two-
dimensional complex potential field formed by a point source–sink pair of the same strength
in free space is

w(z) = q

2π
{−ln(z − z+) + ln(z − z−)}, (6)

where q is the known source strength and z+ and z− are the locations of the source and sink,
respectively. There are some practical problems associated with small electrodes, but for
simplicity we will assume infinitesimal electrodes here. This requires that the source, sink and
measurement locations are mutually exclusive since voltages are singular at the source and
sink. To satisfy the Neumann boundary conditions on the outer boundary, the Milne-Thomson
(1960) circle theorem is applied. The base potential field without any bubble in the domain
and on the boundary is then

w1(z) = q

2π
{−ln(z − z+)− ln(R2/z − z̄+) + ln(z − z−) + ln(R2/z − z̄−)}, (7)

where the bar denotes the complex conjugate. The second and fourth terms on the right-hand
side of (7) represent the image singularities that satisfy the outer Neumann boundary condition.
For simplicity, the domain radius R, q/2π and σ are normalized to 1 in what follows.
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A bubble produces a perturbation to the base potential field. The complex potential due
to a dipole centred at zd in free space is given by

w(z) = a

z − zd
, (8)

where a is the strength of the dipole that can be calculated by

a = r2Se−iθ , (9)

where r is the bubble radius when S and θ are the magnitude and the phase of the gradient of
electrical potential at the bubble centre without the dipole. Since the bubble is not in a perfectly
local uniform flow, the bubble boundary will not be perfectly circular. The adjustment of (8) to
satisfy the boundary condition (5) on the bubble surface and the domain boundary at |z| = R
can be accomplished by applying the circle theorem as follows:

w(z) = a

z − zd
+

ā

1/z − z̄d
(10)

where the second term on the right-hand side is the image singularity of the dipole. When there
are sparsely distributed M bubbles in the medium, and if each bubble is located far enough
from the others, each bubble can be replaced by a dipole so that the perturbation that meets (5)
is given by

w2(z) =
M∑

m=1

(
am

z − zd
+

ām

1/z − z̄d

)
. (11)

The strength of dipole am is computed from the electrical potential field formed by the current
source, sink, all other dipoles and their image singularities, which produces locally uniform
current flow at zdm = xdm + iydm . The am are computed in an iterative way because the
strength of each dipole affects the others. The complex electrical potential which includes
current source, sink and M dipoles is obtained by the superposition of w1(z) and w2(z):

w3(z) =
[
−ln(z − z+)− ln

(
1

z
− z̄+

)
+ ln(z − z−) + ln

(
1

z
− z̄−

)]

+
M∑

m=1

(
am

z − zd
+

ām

R2/z − z̄d

)
. (12)

If the bubble spacing to diameter ratio becomes too low, the free surface formed by a
dipole deviates significantly from a circle. Solving the forward problem requires additional
singularities to form a circle. On the boundary of a bubble, there exist two stagnation points.
At these points, w is required to satisfy the following condition:

dw

dz
= 0. (13)

Since dw/dz can be approximated by

dw

dz
≈

(
dw

dz

)
0

+

(
d2w

dz2

)
0

(z − z0) (14)

at z0, the vicinity of a stagnation point, the locations that satisfy dw/dz = 0 can be found by

z = z0 − (dw/dz)0
(d2w/dz2)0

. (15)

Starting from an initial guess of z0, the first and second derivatives of w can be computed
from (12) and z is updated by (15). A Newton–Raphson procedure iterates until |(dw/dz)0|
becomes negligibly small to obtain the stagnation point. The bubble shape is determined by a
line of constant ψ connecting the stagnation points. The bubble shape will differ slightly for
different current source and sink combination, as will the stagnation points.
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3. Inverse problem

Let �φ jk be the measurement of the electrical potential perturbation at the kth electrode
for some j current source–sink combination index caused by the presence of bubbles in the
domain. The estimated electrical potential difference �φ jk can be defined as (with R made
dimensionless to 1)

�φ jk = Re[w3(zk) j −w1(zk) j ] =
M∑

m=1

Re

[(
am

zk − zdm
+

ām

1/zk − z̄dm

)
j

]
. (16)

The residual Fjk is defined by comparing the measured potential difference that is estimated
by a trial singularity distribution:

Fjk = �φ jk −�	 jk. (17)

When the total number of electrodes along the domain boundary is N and the source and
sink electrodes are chosen, (N − 2) data points are obtained from the other electrodes. For
Ns combinations of source and sink location, the number of independent measurements and
hence equations in the inverse problem is

Ne = (N − 2)Ns. (18)

An iterative procedure determines the location and size of each singularity. The location of
the singularity does not shift as the bubbles are assumed to be stationary for all measurements
during all electrode pattern combinations. However, the strength am of each dipole varies
as the source and sink locations shift. Therefore, the total number of real unknowns for the
problem with M dipoles is

Nu = 2M(1 + Ns) (19)

where 2M comes from the unknown dipole locations and 2M Ns comes from the complex
dipole strength that must be found for each of the Ns combinations of source and sink location.
The determination of the maximum number of Ns for a given N is a subtle issue depending on
the ability to perform superposition. If the electrodes prescribe voltage instead of current or if
the electrode is of finite size, superposition is not possible and the total possible combinations
is given by

Ns =
(

N
2

)
= N(N − 1)/2 (20)

as stated in Ceccio and George (1996). Finally, the current pattern for two similar independent
patterns would have to be subtracted from each other for other combination flows and this
could be fraught with error if noise were significant. However, for the analytical examples in
our analysis, the number of combinations required is N − 1.

Even without the introduction of noise, it is important that the systems be sufficiently
overdetermined. We find that Ne should be typically twice that of Nu for good convergence
properties in the iterative inverse procedure as well as for spatial resolution of the void profiles
with increased N .

4. Numerical examples

For all the following examples, 24 evenly spaced electrodes are located on the boundary of a
circular domain with unit radius. The electrodes at θ = 0, π/2, π and 3π/2 serve as current
sources or sinks, thus making the number of independent source and sink combinations Ns to
be 3, although for the purpose of illustrating our examples here we consider the more general
case of Ns = N(N − 1)/2 as described above.
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Figure 2. Bubble locations and sizes for example in the 2D domain (∗ denotes source/sink
locations).

Figure 3. Estimated potential difference along the boundary for six source/sink pair combinations
(see figure 8 for symbol legend). The symbols are placed at the electrode locations.

Few bubbles

With SIM in mind, several situations may be considered: (i) each dipole representing a bubble,
(ii) a dipole representing many bubbles and (iii) several dipoles representing a bubble. This
study concentrates on the first example although preliminary work reported here shows that
the other two cases are also well represented by SIM. This means that the number of bubbles
does not need to be known a priori.

An example case with four bubbles placed in the domain is shown in figure 2. First, SIM
is applied to solve the forward problem and produce the ‘data’ for the inversion algorithm.
Figure 3 shows the estimated �φ jk for each current source and sink combination j that are
then input as the measurement data�φ jk for the inverse problem. While the forward problem
is solved for four bubbles, the inverse problem is solved for several values of M for the purpose
of comparison.
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Figure 4. Locations and sizes of the estimated circular voids as a function of the number of dipoles
used in the computation, M.

Figure 5. Estimated void fraction as a function of the number of singularities M used in the
computation. Dotted line represents the exact void fraction. The large error for M = 2 comes from
overlap of the two bubbles (see figure 7).

Figure 4 shows the estimated locations and sizes of bubbles for each assumed M as the
result of the inverse problem when the bubble size is determined from (9). Figure 5 shows the
resulting void fractions for each value of M . The dotted line indicates the actual void fraction
of this example. The computed void fraction is only 0.42% lower than the actual void fraction
when one dipole (M = 1) is used to simulate the four bubbles; however, M = 2 gives a bigger
discrepancy. It is readily seen in the figure 5 that the estimated locations and sizes of bubbles
converges to those prescribed as M increases and that the overlap of bubbles for the simplified
procedure in figure 4 for M = 2 is responsible for the error in the calculation of void fraction.
For M � 4, the void fraction looks almost identical to the original void fraction, indicating
that the locations and sizes of bubbles are estimated accurately. However, the convergence of
the iterative process may not be achieved for higher M since the system with Ns = 3 does not
become sufficiently overdetermined. Figure 6 shows the reduction of maximum residual as M
increases, and figure 7 shows the estimated potential difference�φ jk along the boundary as M
varies when the source and sink are located at θ = π and 3π/2, respectively. This reveals that
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Figure 6. Residual as a function of the number of singularities M used in the computation.

Figure 7. Estimated potential disturbances for the inverse problem as the number of dipoles varies.
The dashed curve represents the exact solution of the forward problem for one of the source–sink
pairs shown in figure 3 (with solid dots). The source and sink are located at π/2 and π , respectively
for this example.

the estimated locations and shapes of bubbles are found to be identical with input for M � 4.
Figure 8 depicts the electrical potential as well as the current flow for each current source and
sink combination when the number of dipoles, and hence the estimated number of bubbles,
M is set to 4. The bubble shape, determined by the dividing current line, is exact and nearly
circular. Although tedious, the void fraction for this example with M = 2 would give a good
result if the dividing current lines were used instead of the method assuming circular voids
because the bubbles would be distorted rather than overlapping.
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Figure 8. Reconstruction of four bubbles using four dipoles for various source/sink pairs. Lines
represent electrical current lines. Symbols next to each diagram match those of figure 3.

Many bubbles

That the example above gives a very good measure of the void fraction even when one
singularity is used to represent four bubbles, is a good indication that many bubbles may
be represented by relatively few singularities. This is especially important since most flows
of interest will have a large number of bubbles (voids) in the domain. Often, obtaining the
void fraction or other low-order moments is the main goal. In that case, it is not necessary
to accurately know the distribution of individual bubbles. In this second example, we use
only a few dipoles to represent 20 small bubbles in the domain for the same source sink
combination as above. The bubble shapes and locations are shown in figure 9, which also
shows the equipotential and current lines for one source–sink combination for the forward
problem. Only a few dipoles (M � 20) are used to simulate this case, and the result is shown
in figure 10 as the void fraction. The maximum error (approximately 11%) occurs when
M = 2. But when M is equal to or larger than 4, the error is less than 3%. Figure 11 shows the
maximum residual. These results show that this method can be used to measure void fraction
for practical flows.

Non-circular bubbles

To test the capability of this technique for obstacles of arbitrary shape, an elliptical bubble
example is given. The forward problem is constructed using 20 dipoles inside the bubble to
satisfy the boundary conditions at 300 locations on the bubble. Unlike the previous examples,
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Figure 9. Equipotential and current lines for an example with N = 20 bubbles of much smaller
diameter. The circles shown are placed at their known locations while the computational lines are
shown for one particular source/sink pair from the forward problem.
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Figure 10. Estimated void fraction for the example of figure 9 for varying number of dipoles, M.
The error is less than 0.2 × 10−3 for M = 6.
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Figure 11. The residual for the example of figure 9 is shown for varying number of dipoles, M.
The residual is exponentially decreasing with M.

this requires the solution of a well overdetermined linear algebraic system to create the forward
solution. These solutions for various source/sink pairs produce the ‘experimental’ voltage
measurements on the insulated wall boundary to calculate the inverse problem as shown in
figure 12. A varying number of dipoles M is chosen to perform the inverse problem. For one
dipole (M = 1), the solution expresses approximately a circle. When number of dipoles is
larger than one, the solutions approach the shape and location given with increasing of the
number of dipoles. When M = 3, the calculated shape is well within 1% error (not shown).
Figure 13 shows the residual of the inverse problem. A square void was also considered
but is not shown. Aside from the inevitable rounding in the corner vicinity and the larger
number of singularities required for good reconstruction, the singularity method performed
well. These results show that this technique can be used to estimate a volume fraction and
reconstruct arbitrary shape bubbles in gas–liquid flows, and it also can be used to reconstruct
other materials whose conductivities are significantly different.

5. Conclusion

The SIM is excellent for two-dimensional EIT where the electrical conductivity is uniformly
distributed over a circular domain except at some inclusions where the conductivity vanishes.
The Milne-Thomson circle theorem satisfies the conditions on the domain boundary, and the
regions with higher impedance are represented by dipoles. Algorithms for the forward and the
inverse problems are developed. Examples show that the present method is applicable to the
estimation of the void fraction in bubbly flows. The method is also useful in the reconstruction
of interfaces where impedances of the components are significantly different.

Preliminary numerical tests show that noise has no more than the expected degradation
of the accuracy of the method. We also have developed a 3D singularity method that
approximately satisfies the Neumann condition on the cylindrical boundary. Considerably
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Figure 12. The forward solutions for the elliptical example is shown for all source/sink
combinations. The solution inside the ellipse is now quite complex because of the large number of
sources and sinks. For this case, two extra source/sink combinations (at the bottom of this figure)
were added for improved accuracy.
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Figure 13. The residual decreases exponentially for the elliptical void example until M = 4 and
precision difficulties occur.

more effort is required and so 2D reconstruction is preferred when appropriate. Finally, for 2D
reconstruction, non-cylindrical containers can be considered using conformal mapping. We
postpone discussion of all these efforts to a future paper.
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